Silent Blooms

Liz Jobey

The American artist Taryn Simon began a series of works in 2013 based on the ceremonies that accompany the signing of international political treaties and agreements. Classifying and sourcing the official bouquets that served as "witnesses" to these occasions, her finished work, Paperwork and the Will of Capital, reflects the history of these agreements and exposes their fragility and often temporary nature. Simon, who is the 2017 Master of Photography at Photo London this weekend, was in email conversation with Liz Jobey.

Liz Jobey: You began this project some years before Trump, though now it might be seen as a prescient commentary on his attempts to reverse political treaties and agreements. What was the original motivation behind this body of work? What was the initial impetus?

Taryn Simon: I was thinking about the performance of power and how it is recorded and distributed. I stumbled upon a photograph of Hitler, Mussolini and Chamberlain sitting around a table at the Munich conference in 1938 to discuss their geographic and economic designs. There is a large bouquet of flowers at the centre of this image, and in most images of major political decision-making, its reading these ceremonial bouquets throughout history, nature is consistently positioned as a silent observer.
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Thirty year natural gas contract between Gazprom and China
National Petroleum Corporation
Shanghai, China, May 31, 2014

Gazprom CEO Alexey Miller and chairman of the China National Petroleum Corporation Zhou Jiexing signed a 30-year natural gas contract in the presence of Russian president Vladimir Putin and Chinese president Xi Jinping.

The 30-year gas deal between Russia’s Gazprom and China’s National Petroleum Corporation was the biggest natural gas contract Russia had secured since the collapse of the Soviet Union. The deal strengthened the relationship between two major powers that have drawn closer in recent years in order to counter the geopolitical dominance of the US and Europe. Russia made an urgent push to complete the deal – already over a decade in the making - after it was bombarded with US and European Union sanctions in response to its military intervention in Ukraine. With the Russian economy severely constrained, President Vladimir Putin looked to China as an alternative energy client. Europe, which had been the main consumer of Russian fuel, had new market options, in part due to the rapid rise of US shale gas. Negotiations between China and Russia stalled over the price China would pay for the natural gas. China had previously secured economically favourable gas contracts in Central Asia and could therefore hold out for Russia to compromise. The final deal guaranteed the sale of more than one trillion cubic metres of natural gas over 30 years, a deal with an estimated market value of $400bn. But the final negotiated price remains unknown. Gazprom CEO Alexey Miller referred to the financial details as a “commercial secret.”

Nuclear co-operation agreement
Baghdad, Iraq, December 2, 1974

French prime minister Jacques Chirac and Iraqi vice-president Saddam Hussein signed a framework agreement for nuclear co-operation.

After Iraq and France formalised an agreement for nuclear co-operation, Iraq requested the purchase of a 500MW uranium-fuelled power reactor. The French declined the request, as the unit far exceeded the needs of a peaceful civilian nuclear power programme, and instead negotiated the export of a lower-power “Osiris” reactor and smaller “latt” research reactor. The final deal, estimated at $500m, was well above market value but Iraqs nuclear options were limited, and Iraqi vice-president Saddam Hussein paid the sum. Two years later, Iraq acquired three hot cells from Italy, which US intelligence agencies asserted could produce enough plutonium to produce one bomb per year. Amid growing fears that Iraq had successfully established a clandestine nuclear weapons programme, on June 7 1981, Israeli initiated the world’s first pre-emptive attack on a nuclear facility. Dubbed “Operation Babylon”, the Israeli air strike completely destroyed the main Iraqi Osiris reactor, but the latt reactor, its critical assembly unit, and the hot cells escaped damage.

A. Rosa x hybrida, Hybrid Tea Rose, Netherlands
The recreation of the bouquets and the colour-fields they sit upon play with the visuals of flags, bombast, nationalism, the stagecraft of power.

... and accessory to man’s belief in his abilities to control and steer the course of the world.

Ever since your first major piece, *The Innocents*, which drew attention to the failings of the US justice system by making portraits of people who had been falsely convicted at the scene of their supposed crimes, your works have involved exposing the systems that control our lives - in many cases drawing attention to their fallibility. Does this recent body of work fit that definition?

Many of my works look at the ways in which time, space, individuals and even our emotions are governed - the mathematics by which we organise ourselves and give an appearance of order to the indeterminate components of life. The aesthetics of the works - the technical ways in which I piece them together - in some ways mimic or reflect these systems.

Paperwork and the Will of Capital in different ways alludes to the precarious nature of survival - the survival of historic records, language, promises, nature. The accords and agreements that are the subject of each piece often represent broken promises - for example, Russia, the US and the UK affirming their obligation to protect Ukraine and its territorial integrity against any aggression in exchange for its nuclear arsenal in 1994, or Ronald Reagan’s collaboration with the Afghan mujahideen in 1981, providing material support to them through the CIA in Pakistan.

Why did you decide on this form of presentation - bouquets, dried flowers? Why go to such trouble to recreate something that is so elaborate and so fragile?

I distilled archival images of political signings of accords down to their aesthetic components - the background colour of the wall, the colour of the desk or table upon which the documents were signed and the flowers themselves. The recreation of the bouquets and the large colour-fields they sit upon in the works play with the visuals of flags, bombast, nationalism, the stagecraft of power - the line between presentation and what’s actually happening. The frames were designed with the aesthetics of power and diplomacy in mind - the mahogany of boardroom furniture and sites like the United Nations.

I’ve preserved specimens of the flowers photographed in concrete sculptures, whose form is loosely based on plant presses. Over time, each mutates - just like the accords themselves.

We know flower specimens have survived in Egyptian tombs for thousands of years. Who knows how long man’s records of history through the English language and photographic documentation will survive?
You have described each arrangement as an "impossible bouquet". Could you explain that phrase and how it applies here?

TS Each work presents a bouquet of flowers that could never bloom naturally in the same geographic location and season, and could therefore never exist in the same bouquet. The impossible bouquet was a concept that emerged in Dutch still-life painting in the 17th century, during the Dutch Golden Age – an economic boom credited as the birthplace of modern capitalism. Impossible bouquet paintings represented a fantasy - a luxury and surrealism that visualised access to a larger, global arena that was not achievable in reality. What was once possible only in painting is now possible at local supermarkets as global consumerism demands a transcendence of nature's limitations.

I sourced the flowers from each recreated bouquet from Aalsmeer - the world's largest flower auction, which happens also to be in the Netherlands. Flowers are shipped daily from growers in countries such as Kenya and Israel to this Dutch collection point, from which they are redistributed to vendors throughout the world.

All your installations involve a large degree of preparation and research, and the result is a strictly controlled assemblage of facts, in which the photographs are just one visual tool. Some visitors to your shows find this hard to recognize as art. How - or why - did you come to work in this way?

TS My grandfather and father both used moving and still images and data collection in their art. My father worked for the tax department and photographed in areas including Afghanistan, the Soviet Union, Yoga, Thailand, and Cambodia and Pakistan. I learnt about the world through his Kodachrome slideshows, films and stories. My grandmother studied glass to make special lenses for his telescopes. He obsessively collected images and data about the things our eyes miss or can't see in the skies and in nature: minerals and plants. I'm sure of some of that look into my ways of visually organising material. But all these methods and constellations are ultimately arbitrary, yet give the appearance of being comprehensive or understood.

The original bouquets were witnesses to significant moments in history. But we recognise that such agreements rarely last, so the bouquets come to represent failures and betrayals. Is that your view of the political process?

TS I'd like to think it's more optimistic than that. But even the most productive or beneficial result from co-operative negotiation is by definition compromised, and at best relevant for a short period of time. In the work there is an expectation of expiration for both negotiated compromise and nature itself. Decomposition is the outcome for all earthly things – and in a way, the hope for any other outcome is irrational.

Is your work primarily an art of provocation?

TS Not at all. It's often me trying to organise and map out abstractions that are beyond language and image - the unknowns that keep me awake at night.